Volvo Trucks. Driving Progress

VNR Fuel Efficiency Packages
Fuel efficiency packages available on our VNR trucks

Volvo Trucks Fuel Efficiency Packages
With our packages, you can optimize fuel efficiency specifically for your business. These packages focus on
aerodynamics and powertrain technologies to drive efficiency and savings to your bottom line. Contact your
dealer salesperson today to take advantage of these offerings and customize the best option for you.

PluS Package

Advanced Package

Improvement in Fuel Efficiency

Improvement in Fuel Efficiency

SAVINGS
**
**
Up
to
4%
Up
to
6%
over baseline MOdel*
*Our baseline model is equipped with the most commonly sold specifications and is the reference for our fuel efficiency numbers.
**Fuel efficiency results may vary based on model, options content, and more.
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The most commonly spec’d feature combination:

Baseline
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D13 VGT Eco-Torque engine - balances fuel efficiency with
performance
Aero bumper with air dam and endcaps - reduces turbulence
under the tractor
No chassis fairing*
Roof fairing** - guides airflow around the trailer.
Cab side fairing - reduces the trailer gap
Low rolling resistance tires - less energy is needed for the tires to
roll

* VNR 640/600 baseline includes chassis fairings.
**VNR 300/400/640 only.

VNR Fuel Efficiency Packages
Includes Baseline features and:

PLus

1.
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D13 VGT Eco-Torque engine with a more efficient rear axle
ratio* - uses lower RPMs while maintaining performance
2. I-See Predictive cruise control - uses the truck’s momentum on
rolling hills
3. Chassis fairing - improves airflow down side of tractor
4. Cab side fairing with extender - further reduces the trailer gap.
*VNR 640/660 has a D13 XE package engine with a high efficiency axle.
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Advanced
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Includes Plus features and:
1. D13 XE package engine - downspeeds at lower engine RPMs
2. Mirror arm wind deflector - improves airflow around the mirrors
3. Ground effects - reduces the gap between the tractor and the
ground by 3.5 inches
4. Trim Tab - improves air transfer from the tractor to the trailer
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